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a b s t r a c t

Background and objectives: The current study examines effects of exposure in multiple contexts on fear
reduction and renewal and the moderating effect of baseline threat-specific and nonspecific
emotionality.
Methods: Snake-fearful participants received a negative or neutral emotion induction and were ran-
domized to video exposure to a snake in a single context, multiple context, or a no exposure control
group.
Results: Anxiety in response to video presentations of a snake was significantly reduced in the two
exposure groups compared to the control group, especially among those with heightened baseline
threat-specific emotionality as indicated by snake anxiety ratings at baseline. Although the two exposure
groups did not differ in responding when confronted with a novel snake, both exposure groups reported
significantly lower snake anxiety and arousal than the control group. Subsequent analysis did show that
compared to controls, the single context group demonstrated greater increase in anxiety and arousal
from post-exposure to exposure to the novel snake among those with heightened snake anxiety at
baseline. Furthermore, the multiple context group was less avoidant and less fearful than the single
context group on a post-exposure behavioral test.
Limitations: The study used an analogue exposure paradigm with an analogue sample and findings may
not be generalizable to a clinical population.
Conclusions: These findings suggest that baseline threat-specific emotionality influences fear reduction
and renewal. The benefits of exposure in multiple contexts are discussed in relation to a distinct pattern
of symptom change that is in line with an inhibitory learning approach.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

According to Rachman (1989, 1990), return of fear is the reap-
pearance of fear that has undergone full or partial extinction and
estimates of return of fear following exposure therapy for anxiety-
related disorders range from 19% to 62% (Craske & Mystkowski,
2006). Evidence for the renewal effect has been observed in ani-
mal models. For example, the renewal effect occurs if rats undergo
conditioning in one context, extinction in a second context, and are
tested in a third context (ABC renewal; Bouton & Bolles, 1979).
Context renewal has also been demonstrated in laboratory studies
with human samples (Vansteenwegen et al., 2005). For example,

Mystkowski, Craske, and Echiverri (2002) demonstrated that while
exposure therapy significantly decreased fear of spiders frompre-to
post-treatment, renewal effects were found when the one week
follow-up test occurred in a context different from the exposure
context. Similarly, Vansteenwegen et al. (2007) demonstrated that
although spider fear was significantly reduced following repeated
exposure to spiders, significant renewal of fear was found when
participants were exposed to a spider in a new location.

The renewal effect highlights why learning that occurs in the
therapy setting often does not generalize to other contexts
(Vervliet, Craske, & Hermans, 2013). For example, if a snake phobic
individual acquires the phobia in one setting (e.g., backyard), but is
given exposure therapy in a single different setting (e.g., therapy
office), fear may return if a snake is encountered in a context
different to that presented during exposure therapy (Mineka,
Mystkowski, Hladek, & Rodriguez, 1999). According to Finlay and
Forsyth (2009), one possible reason why anxious patients show
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significant elevations in subjective fear in new contexts is that the
settings wherein fears are acquired are almost always different
fromwhere they are treated with exposure-based therapies, which
in turn, are distinct from many settings for follow-up assessment
sessions. A change in context may signal a change in the fear elic-
iting functions of the conditioned stimulus, including perceptions
of uncertainty, unpredictability, or uncontrollability. Given the ef-
fects of contextual change on enhancing return of fear, one solution
may be to conduct exposure therapy in multiple contexts so that
extinction memories can be activated by multiple contexts. Con-
ducting exposure in multiple contexts is consistent with an inhib-
itory learning approach (Craske et al., 2008). Inhibitory learning
refers to the observation that fear associations are not removed
during extinction, but rather new learning about the feared stim-
ulus occurs and competes with the old fear learning.

Animal studies have shown that extinction in multiple contexts
attenuates the renewal effect (Laborda & Miller, 2013). However,
this has not been an entirely consistent finding (Bouton et al.,
2006). Inconsistent findings have also been observed with human
studies. For example, Neumann, Lipp, and Cory (2007) examined
ABA renewal in humans by using a fear conditioning procedure
with an unpleasant shock US. Although a renewal of shock expec-
tancy was found, it persisted when conducting extinction in mul-
tiple contexts. One interpretation of this literature is that some
processes may moderate the extent to which exposure in multiple
contexts effectively attenuates the renewal effect (Vervliet et al.,
2013). One potential moderator that has received relatively little
attention is the degree of negative emotionality before exposure.
There is a large body of research showing that threat-specific
emotional arousal during the initial phases of treatment is a core
component of emotional processing that facilitates better outcome
after treatment (Foa& Kozak, 1986). However, nonspecific negative
emotional arousal during the initial phases of treatment may result
in negative treatment outcomes (Forbes, Creamer, Hawthorne,
Allen, & McHugh, 2003; Speckens, Ehlers, Hackmann, & Clark,
2006). Negative emotionality may also facilitate fear renewal.
Consistent with this view, Rodriguez, Craske, Mineka, and Hladek
(1999) found that high pretreatment general negative emotion-
ality significantly predicted increased return of fear among spider
fearful individuals. However, the extent to which pre-exposure
emotionality that is threat-specific predicts fear renewal remains
unclear.

The present study sought to replicate and extend the literature
on the effects of exposure in multiple contexts on fear renewal.
Though contextually based fear renewal has been observed in
clinical samples, the extant work is characterized by inconsistent
findings (Neumann et al., 2007), including a limited range of
measures of fearful responding and failure to examine the moder-
ating effect of baseline threat-specific and nonspecific emotionality.
Accordingly, the present study examines the effects of exposure in
multiple contexts among snake phobic participants on fear renewal
as indexed by verbal and behavioral outcomes. It was predicted that
relative to those receiving exposure in a single context and a no
exposure control condition, those receiving exposure in multiple
contexts will report significantly less anxiety and arousal during
exposure to a novel threat cue. Those receiving exposure in mul-
tiple contexts were also predicted to display less fear and avoidance
during a subsequent behavioral avoidance task. It was also pre-
dicted that exposure in a single context will be associated with a
linear decline in anxiety whereas exposure in multiple contexts is
predicted to be characterized by symptom reduction that does not
decline smoothly from one trial to the next. Exploratory analyses
were also conducted to examine the extent to which fear reduction
and renewal is influenced by threat-specific and nonspecific
emotionality. Threat-specific emotionality was defined by baseline

anxiety ratings to the treat-relevant stimuli and nonspecific
emotionality was defined by a mood induction that elicits a wide
range of negative emotions, including disgust, fear, anger, and
sadness.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Undergraduate courses at a southern university in the United
States were screened and those scoring at least 1 SD above their
respective gender mean (n ¼ 108) on the Fear of Snakes Question-
naire (FSQ; Milosevic & Radomsky, 2008) were selected for
participation.

2.2. Materials

The FSQ (Milosevic & Radomsky, 2008) is an 18-itemmeasure of
snake-related fears, preoccupation, and vigilance. The a-coefficient
for the FSQ was 0.92 in the present study.

The Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule for the DSM-IV (ADIS-
IV; DiNardo, Brown, & Barlow, 1994) is a structured clinical inter-
view used to diagnose anxiety disorders using DSM-IV criteria. The
interview also provides ratings for Fear, Avoidance, and Distress. For
the present study, the ADIS-IV specific phobia module was used to
determine the presence/absence of snake phobia.

The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory-Trait version, Form Y (STAI-T;
Spielberger, Gorsuch, Lushene, Vagg, & Jacobs, 1983) is a 20-item
scale that measures the stable (trait) propensity to experience
anxiety. The alpha coefficient for the STAI-T was 0.93 in the present
study.

The Disgust Scale-Revised (DS-R; Olatunji et al., 2007) is a 25-
item questionnaire assessing sensitivity to a range of disgust elic-
itors, including core, animal-reminder, and contamination disgust.
The DS-R had an alpha coefficient of 0.89 in the present study.

The Modified Differential Emotions Scale (MDES; Gross &
Levenson, 1995) was used to examine the effectiveness of the
nonspecific threat emotion induction. The MDES consists of eight
emotion items that corresponds to an emotion and is preceded by
the phrase “I feel…”: (1) amused, joyful, merry; (2) angry, irritated,
mad; (3) contented, satisfied, comfortable; (4) disgusted, nause-
ated, repulsed; (5) fearful, scared, afraid; (6) neutral, impartial,
disinterested; (7) sad, downhearted, blue; and (8) surprised,
amazed, astonished. Participants rated the intensity of their
response on a 9-point scale where 0 ¼ “Do not feel the slightest bit
of the emotion” and 8 ¼ “The most I have ever felt in my life.”

2.3. Nonspecific threat emotion induction

A video montage that consisted of six distinct 60s video clips
containing either neutral (waterfalls) or negative (people vomiting;
Viar-Paxton & Olatunji, 2012) content was used. The clips were
followed by a blank screen inter-trial interval (ITI) of random du-
rations (15s, 45s, or 75s).

2.4. Repeated exposure trials

A 29-min video montage comprised of 14 60s clips interspersed
with 60s black screen ITIs was presented to participants (see Fig. 1).
There were 3 versions of this video montage, each containing 3
common intervention anchor trials (pre, post, novel). Anchor trials
1 (pre) and 2 (post), represents ‘context A’, which is a clip of a snake
slithering through the desert during the daytime. Anchor trial 3
(novel) presents participants with a newcontext, D, which depicts a
sidewinder snake slithering through the desert at nighttime. Apart
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